We have continued the introduction of our pets this week, exploring many kinds of animals as they come to visit. We have loved hearing the special stories about your animals.

After a crazy story about one of our beloved pets getting up to mischief and ending up at the vet, the children’s interests really began to develop in a different direction. The children moved forward into a deep exploration on sick animals and how we can make them better. It is from there our vet was created. We have had quite a number of sick toy animals at the vets and Gemma’s pet rabbit honey, got a thorough checkup.

We also had Cleo who arrived on Thursday dressed up as a butterfly with a broken wing. This led to an in-depth discussion and a YouTube clip on how to fix a real broken butterfly wing. Yes it can be done!

This all tied very nicely into the life cycle study we have been doing over the last few weeks with our tadpoles. Interest has been re-ignited by the lifecycle of a butterfly. It has been wonderful to have so many more families this week excited to share their beloved pets with us. Thank you for being a part of this experience.

More Lovable Pets
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Terms Three
Week Six
18th August 2014

Special Events

• Book Week dress up day
  Wednesday, 20th August. Both sessions times will change on this day to 10am -1pm to ensure all students can participate in the day’s special events. All families are welcome to stay!

• Footy colours dress up day
  Friday, 5th September.

• Friday 12th September is the P-2 Athletics carnival at Alma

Just a reminder
No lunch orders for Bugdlie at the canteen on Wednesdays. Please pack something to eat and a water bottle. Snack money is ok, but must be given to staff in the morning to ensure every child has something to eat and drink during eating time.

Just a reminder that we are trying to be a NUT FREE ZONE

Happy Birthday, Tahlia!!